City Nature Challenge 2022

WORLDWIDE OVERALL

1.69 MILLION OBSERVATIONS
67,200 OBSERVERS
50,176 SPECIES
445 CITIES

THE MOST EVER IN ALL CATEGORIES!

ATLANTA OVERALL

6,565 OBSERVATIONS
1,733 SPECIES
505 OBSERVERS

69TH OVERALL TOP 16%
33RD OVERALL TOP 8%
30TH OVERALL TOP 7%

ATLANTA SPECIES BREAKDOWN

95 BIRDS
151 FUNGI
892 PLANTS
14 MAMMALS
436 INSECTS
47 AMPHIBIANS & REPTILES

MOST OBSERVED

PLANT
ANIMAL
NON-PLANT/ANIMAL

VIRGINIA CREEPER
CARDINAL
DOG VOMIT SLIME MOLD

Led locally by
Fernbank
MUSEUM | 3D THEATER | FOREST

CITY NATURE CHALLENGE IS ORGANIZED BY
CALIFORNIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
NATIONAL HISTORY MUSEUM OF CANADA